Advances in capillary electrophoresis for miniaturizing assays on kinase enzymes for drug discovery.
CE has become a frequently used tool for miniaturizing enzyme assays due particularly to its well-recognized low sample consumption. CE-based enzyme assays cover all aspects of kinetic analysis including the evaluation of enzyme activity, substrate and modulator characterization, and identification. These assays are performed to conduct high-quality primary (hit finding) and secondary (confirmation by determining the half maximal inhibitory concentration, IC50 ) screening. Nowadays, the kinase family is among the most actively studied pharmaceutical targets in oncology, and in neurodegenerative and inflammation diseases. In this article, we review the fundamentals of the different approaches that may be employed for assaying kinase kinetics. Their advantages and limitations will also be discussed by covering the literature of CE-based assays for purified kinases as well as for kinases in living cells. The last section will be devoted to perspectives by showing some applications of multiplexed and of microchip devices for high-throughput screening kinase assays.